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A new ring transformation T(bA) (for each non-nilpotent element b in a Noetherian ring A) 
is introduced and it is shown that T(bA) is always a finite A-module and is the largest transforma- 
tion of its type that has this property. Then, using this transformation the element u in the 
Rees ring ~ (A, I) of A with respect o an ideal I in A, it is shown that the I-adic topology on 
A is linearly equivalent to the u-symbolic topology on A; that is, there exists k_>0 such that 
I n C_ I lnl C_ I n-k for all n >_ k, where I [nl = unT(u~(A, I))AA. Several corollaries of this are 
proved, and Cohen-Macaulay rings are characterized in terms of the filtrations {iin]; n>_0}, 
where I is an ideal of the principal class in A. 
1. Introduction 
In [13] it was shown that if I is an ideal in an analytically unramified semi-local 
ring R, then there exists k>_O such that  (ln)aC_l n-k for all n>_k; here ( In)a  is the 
integral closure in R of I. Also, in [9] it was shown that if 'analytically unramified' 
is replaced with 'reduced unmixed' and if (In)a is replaced with I lnl, then a similar 
result holds, where itnl is the intersection of certain primary ideals related to I n. 
Further, in [10] it was shown that if I is a primary ideal in an arbitrary Noetherian 
ring R such that I has only one u-essential prime divisor, then a similar result holds 
when (In)a is replaced with I t'0, the n-th symbolic power of I. 
Viewing these three results in terms of topologies, they say that certain ideal 
topologies on R are linearly equivalent to the I-adic topology (see 4.1(4) for the 
definition). 
The main result in the present paper shows that these three results are (essentially) 
due to the fact hat the u-symbolic topology of I is linearly equivalent to the adic 
topology of I. It follows from this that if U(I) is the set of u-essential prime divisors 
of I and S=R-U {P; Pc  u(i)}, then there exists k_>0 such that InRsOR c_I n-k 
for all n > k, and it also follows that the assumption that R is reduced in the unmixed 
case noted in the preceding paragraph is not necessary. 
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Section 2 contains several definitions and some known facts concerning them. 
Section 3 contains the main theorem in this paper. The theorem introduces a new 
ring transformation, T(bA), and it is shown that T(bA) is always a finite A-module 
when b is a non-nilpotent element in a Noetherian ring A. In Section 4 this result 
is applied to the element b = u in the Rees ring of A with respect o I and it readily 
follows that the u-symbolic topology of I is linearly equivalent o the I-adic 
topology. Finally, a number of corollaries of this result are also given in Section 4. 
2. Some terminology and known results 
There have recently been a number of papers concerned with the associated 
primes of large powers of an ideal I in a Noetherian ring. Several of the new results 
in these papers are used in proving the main results in this paper, so this section con- 
tains a brief review of the needed definitions and known results. 
2.1. Definition. If I is an ideal in a Noetherian ring A, then: 
(1) A*(I)= {PeSpecA;  PeAssA/1 n for all large n}. 
(2) E(I) = {P e Spec A; I_c P and there exists z e Ass(Ap)* such that I(Ap)* + z is 
P(Ap)*-primary}, where (Ap)* is the completion of Ap. An ideal in E(1) is called 
an essential prime divisor of L 
(3) U(/)= {pNA; p eE(uA[u, tI])}, where t is an indeterminate and u = 1/t. An 
ideal in U(I) is called a u-essential prime divisor of L 
It is shown in [1] that A*(1) is a well defined finite set, and it is shown in [3, 
(3.3.1)] and [2, (2.3.3)], respectively, that E(I) and U(I) are well-defined subsets of 
A*(I). 2.2 contains the other main results concerning these prime ideals that will be 
needed below. 
2.2. Remark. If I is an ideal in a Noetherian ring A, then: 
(1) [3, (3.3.2)]. If S is a multiplicatively closed set in A and Ic_ Pe  Spec A is such 
that PtqS=O, then PeE(I) if and only if PApeE(IAp). 
(2) [3, (3.6)]. If B is a faithfully flat Noetherian extension ring of A, then E(I) = 
{P* NA; P* eE(IB)}. 
(3) [3, (3.8)]. If B is a finite integral extension ring of A such that z e Ass B implies 
zNA eAss A, then E(I)= {P'NA; P' eE(IB)}. 
(4) [3,(3.3.4)]. If zeAssA  and I+z=/:A, then each PeSpecA that is minimal 
with respect o containing I+z is in E(I). 
(5) [2, (2.3.2) and (2.5.7)]. E(I) c_ U(I), and if P is a minimal prime divisor o f / ,  
then P e E(I). 
(6) [2, (2.4)]. If a is locally unmixed and I is generated by h = height I elements, 
then E(I)= U(I)= {Pe SpecA; P is a minimal prime divisor of I}. 
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3. A new ring transformation 
In this section we introduce a new ring transformation, T(bA) (for each non- 
nilpotent element b in a Noetherian ring A), and show that it is always a finite A- 
module. Actually, a special case of this transformation was used in [9], but here we 
consider the general case. We begin with two definitions. 
3.1. Definition. If S is a multiplicatively closed set in a ring A such that 0~ S, then 
(S) denotes the s t of regular elements in S, so A c_ A(s ) c_ Q, the total quotient ring 
of A. If PESpecA,  then Atp) will often be used in place of AtA_p). 
3.2. Definition. Let b be a non-nilpotent element in a Noetherian ring A, let 
Z= U {(O)'bnA; n >_ 1}, and let an over-bar denote residue class modulo Z. Then 
T(bA) = .~ts)O.A[1/bl, where S =/]  - U { P; P e E(gA) }. 
Concerning 3.2, note that g is a regular nonunit in / ] .  And concerning 3.3, it 
should be noted that its proof is a variation of the proof of [8, Theorem 2.2]. 
3.3. Theorem. Let b be a non-nilpotent nonunit in a Noether&n ring A. Then, with 
the notation of  3.2, T(bA) is a finite A-module. Also, if  b is regular in A, then 
T(bA) c_ A', the integral closure of A. 
Proof. If T(/~A) is a finite/]-module, then it follows from the definition of T(bA) 
that the theorem holds. Therefore, since g is a regular nonunit in / ] ,  by changing 
notation it may be assumed to begin with that b is a regular nonunit in A. 
Now let btni=bnAts)nA, where S=A-U{P;PeE(bA)} .  Let P be a prime 
divisor of bA, let B be a P-primary component of bA, let m be such that ptm)= 
PmApAA c_B, and let L=Ap.  Then to prove the theorem it will first be shown 
that b[nlc_ B for all large n. 
For this, if q~E(bL), then p=qnA~E(bA) ,  by 2.2(1), so i f  V= 
L -U{q;q¢E(bL)  }, then Lv is a quotient ring of A(s). Therefore bt"lLc_ 
(btnlA(s))LvNL = (bnAts))LvnL = bnLvnL .  Also, if L* is the completion of L, 
then PL and PL* are prime divisors of bL and bL*, respectively, and b is regular 
in L and in L*. Further, it follows from 2.2(2) that if W=L*-U  {Q; QeE(bL*)}, 
then Lv is a subring of L~v. Hence b[nlL*C_ (bnLv)L*wnL*=bnL*wnL * for all 
n_  1. Moreover, if z e Ass L*, then there exists P' • E(bL*) such that z c_ P', by 
2.2(4), so L~v and L* have the same total quotient ring, and so n {b"L~vnL*; 
n >_ 1 } = (0), since b is in the Jacobson radical of L~v. Therefore, since L* is com- 
plete, there exists n such that bnL~nL*c_. (PL*) m, where m is such that p(m)c_B 
( = a P-primary component of bA). Hence, since blnlL * C_ bnL~vnL * c_ pmL* C BL*, 
it follows that b In] c blnlL*nA cBL*ALNA =B for all large n. 
Therfore it follows that bin] C bA for all large n. And it readily follows by induc- 
tion that if b In + 11 = b n + IA(s) n A C_ bA, then b t" + kl c_ bkA for all k _> 1. Also, every 
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element in T(bA) can be written in theform rn/b n for all large n, where 
rneb"Ats)f'lA =b tnl. Therefore fix n such that bin+q c_ bA and let t=r/bie T(bA). 
Then it may be assumed that i _  n + 1, say i = n + k. Then re  b[i]= b tn+klc_ bkA, so 
r=sb k for some seA,  and so t=r/bi=s/b n. Therefore bnT(bA)C_A, so T(bA) is 
a finite A-module. [] 
This section will be closed by proving that T(bA) is the largest finite integral ex- 
tension ring of A of the form A(s)tqA[1/~ ]. To prove this, we need the following 
lemma. 
3.4. Lemma. Let A be a Noetherian ring, ~c__ SpecA, and B= ~ {A(p); Pe  Y}. 
Then regular principal ideals in B have a finite primary decomposition and there ex- 
ists a one-to-one correspondence between {qe SpecA; q is a prime divisor of  a 
regular principal ideal in A and there exists P e P~ such that q c_P} and 
{Q e Spec B; Q is a prime divisor of  a regular principal ideal in B } given by A(q) = 
B(A _ q) = B(Q). 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of [7, Lemma 5.6] (where the 
same result is proved in the domain case). [] 
3.5. Theorem. Let b be a non-nilpotent element in a Noetherian ring A and let C 
be an over-ring of A of  the form ~ {Atp); p e Y c_ Spec A }, where A =A/Z  with 
Z= U {(0)" bnA; n>_0}. I f  B= CNA[1/b] is a finite A-module, then Bc_ T(bA). 
Proof. Let T= T(bA) and D= T[B], so D is a finite A-module, by 3.3 and the 
hypothesis on B. Therefore if PeE(bA),  then there exists P'eE(bD) such that 
P 'NA=P,  by 2.2(3). Now A[1//~] = ~ {Atp); P is a prime ideal in A,5~P,  and 
PA[1//~] is a maximal ideal}, so B is an intersection of localizations of A (since both 
C and A[1/6] are). Therefore it follows from 3.4 that B(p,nn)=Atp), so it 
follows that B c_ ~ {Atp); P e E(/~A) }, hence B = B I"1A [ 1/6] c_ A {At,o); P e E(/~A) } 13 
A[1/g] = T(bA). [] 
4. The u-symbolic topology of an ideal 
Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian ring A. Then in this section we introduce the 
u-symbolic toplogy on A determined by I, {/in]; n_> 0}, and show that it is linearly 
equivalent o the I-adic topology on A. We begin by explaining the terms 'u- 
symbolic topology' and 'linearly equivalent'. 
4.1. Definition. If I is an ideal in a Noetherian ring A, then: 
(1) The Rees ring ~(A, I)  of  A with respect to I is the graded 
~(A,I) =A[u, tI] of A[u, t], where t is an indeterminate and u = 1/t. 
subring 
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(2) The n-th u-symbolicpower of I, denoted It,l, is defined by I tnl = unT(u~ ) OA, 
where ~ = ~ (A, I). 
(3) A filtration f= {In; n___0} on A is a sequence of ideals In of A such that 
Io=A, In~_I~+l for all n_>0 and InlmC--ln+m for all n>_0 and m>_0. f i s  said to be 
an essentially powers filtration (e.p.f.) in case there exists k>__0 such that 
In=~klIn_ili for all n_>l, where I j=A if j_<0. 
(4) If f=  {In; n>_0} and g= {J,; n>__0} are filtrations on A such that Inc_ Jn for 
all n >_ 1, then (viewing them as ideal topologies on A) we say that f and g are linearly 
equivalent in case there exists k_  0 such that In c_ Jn c_ I,_ k for all n_> k. In par- 
ticular, if f=  {I n; n >_ 0} is the set of powers of I and f and g are linearly equi- 
valent, then we say that g and the I-adic topology on a are linearly equivalent. 
It will be shown in 4.18 that if I = bA is a regular principal ideal, then the defini- 
tion of (bA) tn] given by 4.1(2) agrees with the definition of b t"l used in the proof 
of 3.3. 
4.2. Remark. If I is an ideal in a Noetherian ring A, then i[,,1 is the intersection of 
certain primary ideals related to I n. Specifically, I tnl = n {qnA;  q is a p-primary 
component of un~(A, I) and there exists PeE(u~)  such that pC_P}. Also, it is 
shown in [10] that if U(I) = {P} and if I is P-primary, then I I'l =InApnA =I  (n), 
the n-th symbolic power of I. These two facts are why the 'u-symbolic' terminology 
was chosen. 
4.3. Remark. Concerning the next lemma, note that there exists a one-to-one cor- 
respondence between the filtrations g= {In; n>__0} such that I n c_ I n for all n_  1 and 
the graded subrings S of ~[1/u] that contain ~' = ~(A,I) ;  the correspondence is 
given by g = {unSOA; n_>0} and S=A[u,  t11, t212, ... ]. 
4.4. Lemma. Let I be an ideal & a Noetherian ring A, let ~ = ~(A,I) ,  let S be a 
graded subalgebra o f  A[u,t] = ~[1/u] such that .~ c_S, and let g= {In; n___0}, 
where I n = unSNA.  Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) g and the I-adic topology on A are linearly equivalent. 
(2) There exists k >_ 0 such that In c_ I n- k for all n >__ k. 
(3) There exists k >_ 0 such that In = I " -  hi h for  all n >_ h >_ k. 
(4) g is an e.p.f, and Sc_ ~;  the integral closure of  ~. 
(5) S is a finite ~-module. 
(6) uk+lSN ~ c_ u~ for  some k>_O. 
(7) There exists k>O such that unSc_ un-k~ for all n>_k. 
Proof. It is clear that (1)~*(2), and it is shown in [9, (4) and (5)] that (2)-(7) are 
equivalent. [] 
4.5. Remark. If I is an ideal in a Noetherian ring A and g = {In; n_0}  is a filtration 
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on a such that g and the I-adic topology on A are linearly equivalent, then 
I n C_ I n C_ (I n)u for all n _ 1. 
Proof. Let S = A [u, tll, t212, . . .  ]. Then S is a graded subring of A [u, t] and is a finite 
~(A,I)-module, by 4.4(1)=4.4(5), so Sc_ ~'OA[u,t] ,  where g '  is the integral 
closure of ~ = ~(A, I) .  Now ~'nA[u,t]=A[u,t(Ia),tE(IE)a,...], so since S is a 
graded subring of ~'nA[u , t ]  it follows that In C_ In C_ (In ) a for all n_>l. [] 
4.6. Theorem. Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian ring A, let ~ = ~(A, I), let 
T= T(u~), and let f=  {Iinl; n_>0}, where I Inl =unTnA.  Then f and the I-adic 
topology on A are linearly equivalent. 
Proof. T is a finite ~'-module, by 3.3, and T is a graded subring of ~[1/u], by [11, 
(5.2)], so the conclusion follows from 4.5(5)=4.5(1). [] 
4.7. Corollary. With the notation of  4.6 let S be a finite integral extension ring of 
such that Sc_ ~'[1/u] and let g= {In; n_>0}, where ln=unSnA.  Then g and the 
I-adic topology on A are linearly equivalent. 
Proof. Let W= ~ [Cl, . . . ,  Ch] , where the ci are the homogeneous components of the 
generators of S over ~ Then W is a graded subring of ~[1/u] and W is a finite g- 
module. Therefore there exists k>0 such that unWOA c_I n-k for all n>k,  by 
4.4(5) = 4.4(2), and In = unSOA c u n WOA,  so g and the I-adic topology on A are 
linearly equivalent. [] 
It was shown in [13] that if I is an ideal in an analytically unramified semi-local 
ring, then there exists k_>0 such that (In)aC_I n-k for all n>_k. 4.8 extends this 
result to a larger class of rings. 
4.8. Corollary. Let A be a locally analytically unramified Noetherian ring whose in- 
tegral closure A '  is a finite A-module and let I be an ideal in A. Then there exists 
k >_ 0 such that (I n)a c_ I n- k for  all n >_ k. 
Proof. Let ~ = ~(A, I ) .  Then ~ is locally analytically unramified, by [6, Lemma 
2.41, ~ __ ~ [1/u] = A [u, t] c_ A'[u, t], and A'[u, t] is the integral closure of A [u, t] and 
is a finite A [u, t]-module, by the hypothesis on A. Therefore the proof of [4, (35;3)] 
shows that ~',  the integral closure of ~, is a finite ~-module, so ~"n  ~[1/u] is a 
finite ~'-module contained in ~[1/u]. Therefore the conclusion follows from 4.7, 
since ~ 'n  ~[1/u] =A[u, tla, t2(I2)a, ...]. [] 
In [9] it was shown that if I is an ideal in a reduced locally unmixed Noetherian 
ring R, then there exists k>_0 such that I Inl c_I n-k for all n>_k, where I [nl is the 
contraction to R of the intersection of the height one primary components of 
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un~(R,I). 4.9 shows that the 'reduced' hypothesis i  unnecessary. 
4.9. Corollary. Let I be an ideal in a locally unmixed Noetherian ring A, let 
= ~(A,I) ,  let U= ~ - U {p; p is a height one prime divisor o f  u~}, and let 
g= {In; n_>O}, where In=un(~(v)n ~[ l /u ] )nA .  Then g and the I-adic topology 
on A are linearly equivalent. 
Proof. If A is locally unmixed, then E(u~)= {p; p is a height one prime divisor of 
u~ }, by 2.2(6), so this follows immediately from 4.6. [] 
4.10 notes that the main result in [10] is a corollary of 4.6. (As noted in [10], P. 
Schenzel characterized (in terms of analytic spread) when the I-adic and/-symbolic 
topologies are linearly equivalent in the case I is prime in [14], and the main result 
in [10] extended this result to primary ideals I and gave a different characterization 
in terms of u-essential prime divisors.) 
4.10. Corollary. I f  I is a P-primary ideal in a Noetherian ring A such that 
U(I) = {P}, then the I-adic and 1-symbolic topologies on A are linearly equivalent. 
Proof. If U(I)= {P}, then I {n} =I  tn) for all n> 1, since all minimal prime divisors 
of I are in U(I), by 2.2(5), so this follows immediately from the next corollary. [] 
4.11. Corollary. Let I be an ideal & a Noetherian ring A, let U = A - U {P; P e u(i) } , 
and let g= {I{n}; n_>O}, where I {n} =InAt jnA.  Then I {n} =InA(u)AA and g and 
the I-adic topology on A are linearly equivalent. 
Proof. If Ic_z and zeAssA ,  then zeE(I)c_ U(I), by 2.2(4) and 2.2(5), so by 
considering primary decompositions it follows from the definition of U that 
I nAunA =InA(u)AA. Let ~ = ~(A, I )  and S= ~ - U {P; PeE(u~)} .  Then it 
follows from the definition of U(I) that Atu)C_ ~(u)C_ ~ts), so it follows that 
I{n}=InAunA =InA(u)NA c_un~(s)nA, and it follows from the definition of 
T(u~) that un~(s)OT(u~)=unT(u~),  so I {hI c_unT(u~)OA=I  [nl for all n>_l. 
And there exists k>_0 such that I [nl C_I n -k  for all n>_k, by 4.6, so  I {n} c_I n -k  for 
all n>_k, so the conclusion follows from 4.4(2)=4.4(1). [] 
4.12. Remark. Concerning 4.11, it may happen that I [nl properly contains I {n} even 
when I is primary for the maximal ideal in a local domain. 
Proof. For example, let (R, M) be a complete local domain and let I be an ideal 
generated by a system of parameters b l , . . . ,  b d such that u~ is not primary, where 
= ~(R,I). Then (u, M)~ is the only height-one prime divisor of u~, so E(u~) = 
{(u,M)~}, by 2.2(6). But u~ has an imbedded prime divisor, so T= T(u~)D ~, 
so I Lnl DI  n for some n_> 1. Finally, it is clear that U(I)= {M}, so I Inl ---InRtu~OR = 
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I" for all n>__ 1. [] 
4.13 shows that if h = {I,,; n_>0} is a filtration on A such that 1 n is an isolated 
component of I n for all n_> 1 and is such that h and the I-adic topology on A are 
linearly equivalent, then In c_ I {n} for all large n. 
4.13. Corollary. Let I be a regular ideal in a Noetherian ring A and let h = 
{In; n > 0} be a filtration on A such that, for  each n, In is an isolated component 
o f  I n and such that h and the I-adic topology on A are linearly equivalent. Then 
In C_ I {n} for  all large n. 
Proof. Let W= A [u, tll, t212,... ], SO W is a graded subring of A [u, t] that contains 
= ~(A, I). Therefore if h and the I-adic topology on A are linearly equivalent, 
then W is a finite A-module, by 4.4(1)=4.4(5). Also, it is clear that unwnA =I n 
for all n___ 1. Let Pe  U(I). Then there exists peE(u~)  such that P=pAA,  by the 
definition of U(I), and there exists q¢E(uW)  such that p = qn  ~, by 2.2(3) and the 
finiteness of W. Further, qNA is a prime divisor of I n for all large n, by [11, (5.5)] 
(since I is regular), and qOA =P. Therefore, since each In is an isolated compo- 
nent of I n (that is, I n = InAs AA for some multiplicatively closed set S depending 
on n), it follows that In C_ I{"} for all large n. [] 
4.14 shows the relationship between certain sets of prime divisors of a filtration 
g and {I n; n_> 0}, where g and the I-adic topology on A are linearly equivalent. For 
this corollary we extend the definition of U(I) and A*(I) to a filtration g= 
{In; n_0} by U(g)= {pnA;  p ~E(uYi(A, g))} and A*(g)= {P~Spec A; P~Ass  A/ I  n 
for all large n}. 
4.14. Corollary. I f  I is an ideal in a Noetherian ring A and g = {In; n > 0} is a filtra- 
tion on A such that g and the I-adic topology on A are linearly equivalent, then 
U(g)=U(I). Also, i f  I is regular, then A*(g)c_A*(I). 
Proof. Let ~ = ~(A, I) and S =A [u, tll, t212, ... ]. Then S is a finite ~-module and 
is a graded subring of A[u, tl, by 4.3 and 4.4(1)=4.4(5). Therefore if p~E(u~) ,  
then there exists qeE(uS)  such that qn  ~ =p, by 2.2(3). Also, if Pe  U(I), then 
there exists p ~ E(ugt) such that p AA = P, by the definition of U(I), so if q ~ E(uS) 
lies over p, then P=qAA and qnA e U(g), so U(I) c U(g). For the opposite inclu- 
sion, if q~E(uS) ,  then p=qn ~ ~E(u~),  by 2.2(3), so it follows similarly that 
U(g) c U(~r). 
Finally, if I is regular, then it is shown in [11, (5.5)] that A*(g)= {qnA;  q is a 
prime divisor of uT(u~)} and that if q is a prime divisor of uT(u~) and p=qn ~, 
then pNA eA*(I) ,  so it follows that A*(g) c_ A*(I). [] 
The next result show, in particular, that A*( I  [hI ) and U(I thl) have the same maxi- 
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real elements for all large h. 
4.15. Proposition. Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian ring A and let k such that 
ItnlC_In-k for  all n>_k. Fix h>_k and let G=G(A, I  thl) and T=T(uG). Then 
T= G and I[hln=(I[hl)tnl=I[hnl for all n>_ 1, so A*(I [hl) and U(I [hI) have the same 
maximal elements. 
Proof. Let G0= G(A,I), To=T(uGo), and Gh=R[uh, thlth]], SO Gh-----~. Now the 
hypothesis and 4.4(5) = 4.4(3) imply that To = A [u, tI[ll, ..., thI [hl ], and T o is integrally 
dependent on Gh, since (tilIil)h=tih(Itil)hC_ tihItihl=(thIthl) i (by 4.6 and 4.4(1)= 
4.4(3)). Now by 2.2(3), if p'~E(uTo), then p'AGhEE(UGh) and, conversely, 
if pEE(UGh), then there exists p'eE(uTo) such that p 'n  Gh= p. Also, p '  is the 
only prime ideal in T o that lies over p, for if p" is such an ideal and x is a homo- 
geneous element in p', then, as just noted, Xhe G h, SO p'C_p", since p '  is homo- 
geneous, and so p'=p",  by integral dependence. Therefore it follows that if U-- 
~h-- U {P; PEE{UGh)} and U '= Go- U {p; p~E(uGo)}, then To{ 1/uh]n To(t:)= 
To[1/u] n Tory) = G0[1/u] n Go(v,) = T(uGo) = T o, so  T h = Gh[1/u h ] n Gh(v) C_ T o. 
Thus, since Gh_ =_ G, it follows that (ithl)lnl = unTAA = uhnThnA c_ uhnTo n GhAA = 
uhnTonA =I  thnl, and the choice of h and 4.4(3) imply that ithnl = (ithl)nC_ (i[hi)lnl. 
Therefore (I[hl)[ni=I[hnl=(I[hl)n fo r  all n_  1, and so  T=R[u, tI[hl, tZI [h]2,...] = 
R[u, tIlhl]=G. Thus it follows from 4.11 and its proof that if U"=A-  
U {P; Pc  U(I [hl)}, then I Ihln c_ (/[hl){n} = I[hlnAtv. ) AA  c_ (ithl)tn] = i[hln for all n _ 1, 
so the uniqueness theorems on primary decompositions imply that A*(I thl) and 
U(I thl) have the same maximal elements. [] 
The converses of 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 are also true, as was (essentially) shown in 
[13], [9], and [10], respectively. 4 17 is related to the first two of these results in that 
it characterizes a cl ss of Noetherian rings in terms of linearly equivalent topologies. 
The proof of 4.17 will use the following ]emma. 
4.16. Lemma. Let I be an ideal in a Noetherian ring A and let G = G (A, 1 ). Then 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) E(uG) and Ass G/uG have the same maximal elements. 
(2) T(uG ) = G. 
(3) Itnl = i n for all n > 1. 
Proof. If (1) holds and x is a homogeneous element in T(uG)= Gtv)n G[1/u], 
where U= G - U { P; P ~ E(uG)}, then there exist r e A and k _ 0 and n _ 0 such that 
x=rtk/u n. Then xcT(uG)  implies that r tkeunGtv)nG =unG, by (1) and the 
definition of U, so x=rtk+ne G, so (1)=(2). 
If (2) holds, then Itnl= unT(uG)nA = unG AA =I  n for all n_> 1, so (2)=(3). 
If (3) holds and G = G(A,I), then T(uG)=A[u, tltll, t2I t21, -..1 (by 4.3)= G (by 
(3)), so (3) = (2). 
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Finally, if U=~-U{p;  p~E(u~)} ,  then it is readily seen that the prime 
divisors of (u) in T(u~)=~(~)n~[ l /u ]  are the ideals q~(u)nT(u~)  with 
qeAss  ~/u~ and qc_pc_E(u~), so it follows that (2)=(1). [] 
Concerning 4.17, recall that a Noetherian ring A is locally unmixed in case for 
each P e Spec A it holds that all prime divisors of zero in the completion of Ap 
have the same depth. Also, recall that an ideal I in A is said to be of the principal 
class in case I is generated by h = height I elements. 
4.17. Proposition. A Noetherian ring A is a Cohen;Macaulay ring i f  and only i f  A 
is unmixed and itn] = i n for all ideals I of  the principal class in A and for all n >_ 1. 
Proof. If A is a Cohen-Macaulay ring, then it is well known that A is locally un- 
mixed. Also, if I is an ideal of the principal class in A and ~ = ~(A, I), then ~ is 
a Cohen-Macaulay ring, by [5, Theorem 3.1], so every element in Ass ~/u~ has 
height one, so Ass ~/u~ =E(u~) ,  by 2.2(5), hence I ln ]=I  n for all n>_l, by 
4.16(1)=4.16(3). 
For the converse, let I= (bl, ..., bd)A be an ideal in A of height d, and let 
= ~(A, I). Then ~ is locally unmixed, since A is, so every element in U(u~) has 
height one, by 2.2(6). Therefore the hypothesis and 4.16(3)=4.16(1) imply that 
every prime divisor of u~ has height one. But u~ AA =/, so if P is a prime divisor 
o f / ,  then there exists a prime divisor p of u~ such that pnA =P. Let z*eAss 
such that z*Cp and let z=z*nA,  so zeAssA,  z*=zA[u,t ]O~, and ~/z*-~ 
~(A/z , ( I+z) /z) ,  by [12, Theorem 1.5 and Lemma 1.11. Also, A/z  satisfies the 
altitude formula, since A is locally unmixed, and height P/z  = height P, by the first 
chain condition for prime ideals in Ap. Therefore height p /z+ t =height P/z+ t', 
by the altitude formula, where t=trd(~/p) / (A /P)  and t '=trd(~/z*)/(A/z) .  
However, t '= 1, since ~/z*--- ~(A/z,  (I+z)/z), and it is clear that heightp/z= 1.
Also, t<_d, since 1 is generated by d elements and u~p, and so it follows that 
d_<height P=height P/z=t'<_d, so P is a minimal prime divisor of I. Therefore 
each prime divisor of each ideal of the principal class in A is a minimal prime 
divisor, so A is Cohen-Macaulay, by [4, (25.6)]. [] 
This paper will be closed by showing that the definition of b [nl in the proof of 
3.3 agrees with the definition of (bA) In! in 4.1(2) when b is a regular nonunit in a 
Noetherian ring A. 
4.18. Proposition. Let be a regular nonunit in a Noetherian ring A and let S = 
A - U {P; P~E(bA)}. Then bn(A(s)nA[1/b])NA =(bA) Inl for  all n>__ 1. 
Proof. Let D =A[u, X], where u and X are indeterminates. Then u, b are a D- 
sequence, so K = Ker(D ~ ~) = (uX-  b)D, where ~ = ~(A, bA) = A [u, tb], and X is 
not in any prime divisor of (u, b)D. Therefore, since K c_ (u, b)D and (u, b)D/K = u~, 
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it follows that u, tb are an ~-sequence. Therefore there is a one-to-one cor- 
respondence between the prime divisors of u~ and the prime divisors of ug[1/tb]. 
However, ~ [1/tb] =A[tb, 1/tb], and tb is transcendental over A. Also, 
uA [tb, 1/tb] = bA [tb, 1/tb], so there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the 
prime divisors of u~ and the prime divisors of bA, so it follows that the elements 
in U(bA) correspond to the elements in E(uJ?), and U(bA)=E(bA), by [2, (2.5.8)]. 
Further, 1/tb ~ ~(v), where U = ~ - U { P; P ~ E(u~)}, so ~v)  = (A~s)[tb, 1/tb])(v,), 
where U'=Ats)[tb, 1/tb]-U{PA[tb,  1/tb]; P is a maximal ideal in A(s)}. 
Therefore, since (bA)lnl=unT(uJ?)OA=un~(u)nA, it follows that (bA)tnl= 
unAts)[tb, 1/tb]OA =bnA(s)[tb, 1/tb]nA =b~A(s)nA =b t'l for all n>_ 1. [] 
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